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The development and success of a community is con­
ditioned to a large degree by the progressive development 
of the family as a strong democratic primary unit. There­
fore, if we are to maintain our democratic tradition, it 
is essential that we rebuild and strengthen the local 
community as a self-governing unit in terms of natural 
communal problems. 
In order to preserve the community, the family must 
assume a degree of importance in the social and education­
al life that apparently is lacking to a large extent dur­
ing this time. 
The family must also be capable of functioning more 
successfully and completely in the community life than is 
now generally true. 
George E. Carpenter who made a study of a reorganiza­
tion of the Roscommon Community School states that, 
"Our rich social heritage and the opportunities 
of our modern civilization must be made availa­
ble to all children. We object to the idea of 
restricting or narrowing the education of coun­
try boys and girls to the end of keeping them 
on the farm. The school is to teach the child 
the things he does not learn outside the school. 
He should be taught in terms of his own experi­
ence by means of the life about him."1 
•^Carpenter, George E., The Reorganization of Roscommon 
Community School, Michigan, Master's Thesis, 1937, p. 1 
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Urban children should be taught to understand and 
appreciate the joys, hardships, opportunities and respon­
sibilities as well as the distinctive social service of 
the rural people. On the other hand, the rural child 
should be taught the same lesson in regard to urban folk, 
their life and work. These lessons must be rigidly taught 
if a large national community spirit is to be realized. 
Statement of the Problem 
When the writer launched into the problem of curri­
culum construction, certain questions immediately arose 
in her mind. Among them were, what am I to accomplish 
through my teaching? Am I attempting through the subject 
matter selected to achieve other outcomes rather than 
mere mastery of content? How does my teaching actually 
affect the student's behavior? Can I by my teaching make 
them as citizens of today and tomorrow better partici­
pants - personally, socially, and economically in a dem­
ocratic society? 
Scope 
This study includes seventy Negro families visited 
in the Cuney community. The statistical data used are 
based upon the facts and conditions that existed during 
and at the close of the scholastic year, 1942-43. 
Method of Procedure 
The method used in collecting data for this study is 
entailed in the following: 
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Seventy families of the Cuney School Community were 
visited, and a personal interview was held with each fami­
ly group. An interview with the County Superintendent con­
cerning the schools of Cherokee County, their resources 
and limitations added much to the information sought by 
the investigator. The Jeanes teacher of Cherokee County 
was also interviewed regarding her work with the Cuney 
Community. 
Purpose of the Study 
This study was made to determine the needs of the 
Cuney Community and to direct the curriculum so as to en­
rich the program for the primary grades. 
This study will ascertain the social and economic 
conditions of seventy families living in the Cuney Commu­
nity. Maps, charts, and tables are used to show nature 
and the types of problems to be dealt with.. The proposed 
plan for reorganization of the curriculum, the basic 
principles of education, the modern trend of unification 
and the existing conditions in the community are careful­
ly considered in developing the curriculum, also, a 
knowledge of how teachers, parents, and students cooper­
ated and participated in the program. 
Definition of Terms Used 
Dwight Sanderson states that "a rural community may 
be defined as a population group in an agricultural area 
of such size and unity as to permit its citizens to readi-
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ly cooperate in group activities."8 
From Caswell and Campbell, we learn that, "The cur­
riculum is the selection organization and administration 
of a body of subject matter designed to lead the pupil on 
to some definite life objective."3 
"A Unit of work is a series of worth-while experiences 
bound together around some central theme of child inter­
est,"4 stated by Caswell and Campbell. 
Since this study is concerned with the needs of in­
dividuals, this term needs defining. According to Webster's 
New International Dictionary, a need is any requirement of 
an organism native or acquired, which prompts to action 
and is experienced as a desire. 
Related Studies 
For many years, educators in their investigational 
researches have been concerned about revising the curri­
culum. 
Some of the earlier investigations in education de­
termined the interests of adults and children. The theory 
8Sanderson, Dwight - The Rural Community, Ginn and Com­
pany, Dallas, 1932, p. 11. 
3Caswell and Campbell, Curriculum Development, American 
Book Company, New York, 1935. 
4Ibid., p. 405. 
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of these investigations was that interest should he a de­
termining factor in curriculum construction. 
More recently, investigators have attempted to im­
prove their technique by basing their objectives and cur­
riculum upon particular individual and social needs that 
exist in the community of which pupils are a part. 
Elsie Clapp5 who made a study of Community Schools 
in Action says, 
"Education is intrinsically a social process. 
A socially functioning school is a school which 
assumes as an intrinsic part of its undertak­
ing, cooperative working with people of the 
community and all its educational agencies on 
community problems and needs." 
Its special concern is with the process of growth 
and development. 
Tireman® says: 
"While our work in Nambe has been, at times, 
both a tragedy and comedy, it partakes of 
the nature of a historical drama in that it 
is history in the making and as such merits 
the thoughtful consideration of all clear-
thinking citizens who are concerned with the 
part the school should play in the community. 
On the basis of the initiation of the project, 
we find that a curriculum can be successfully 
built around the needs of a community; that 
children can learn from the shop, the land 
and the clinic without loss in the formal 
subjects." 
sClapp, Elsie Ripley, Community Schools in Action, New 
York: The Viking Press, 1939, p. 65. 
®Tireman, L. S. and Watson, Mary, La Communidad, Albu­
querque, New Mexico. University of New Mexico Press, 1943 
pp. 126-129. 
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Sanderson7 made a report of what had been done in 
Tennessee in Rural Community Organization. He found that 
through cooperation of the school and community, many 
valuable results could be obtained. In this community, a 
fair ground was established near the school and all prod­
ucts made by the pupils were exhibited at the fair 
grounds. Arrangements were made with a Memphis Bank by 
which each purchaser of pigs or poultry was allowed to 
make a note covering the cost of production. A committee 
was then appointed to buy the pigs. The girls and boys 
were allowed to use the vacant exhibit sheds during the 
school session as a shelter for their teams and automo­
biles. Out of this cooperative plan grew a permanent Fair 
Organization and also a Sweet Potato Growers Association. 
A committee from the University of Colorado and Col­
orado State College of Education^ made this report: 
"There are two ways of going about a curriculum 
revision program, one is to begin by setting up 
objectives to be attained in the various grades 
and subjects and laying down a set of guiding 
principles to govern the selection of an organ­
ization of subject matter. To our way of think­
ing, such procedure is unsound. It Is to a 
large extent reversing the procedure that ought 
to obtain in curriculum-construction, because 
it limits the activities and responsibilities 
of committees. The character of a course of 
study is to a large extent arbitrarily deter­
mined before the committee actually begins to work." 
7Sanderson, Dwight, Rural Community Organization, New York: 
John Wiley and Sons, Inc. lysy, pp. 20b-20y. 
8Rugg, Harold, National Society for the Study of Education 
Bloomington, 111. Public School Publishing Co.,iy40, p.234. 
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Everett9 tells of the Community Schools in ?/aialua 
Hawaii. He states that, 
"Many of the people came from distant lands and 
needed to he drawn into full community fellowship. 
They need to become loyal residents, and, where 
the law will permit, loyal citizens of the ter­
ritory and of America as a nation. They need to 
be incorporated into groups that improve community 
health. They need to cooperate in plans that im­
prove community health. They need to cooperate in 
plans that improve their buying resources and en­
ables their living standards to rise in all good 
respects." 
sEverett, Samuel, The Community School. D. Appleton Cen­





Cuney Community was organized in 1917 by several Ne­
groes. It is a progressive settlement of Negroes who have 
owned their homes for forty or fifty years prior to any 
form of organization. The Negroes in this community now 
own 4,203 acres of land valued at twelve dollars per acre 
in this county. The value of land for the entire communi­
ty is #50,436.00. 
The income from crops, cattle, old age assistance, 
pension for the blind, and men in the armed forces a-
mounts to #17,500.00 per year. Postal receipts for the 
March quarter amounted to #1,301.73, and for the June 
quarter #1,457.21. These facts were established through a 
report made by the postmaster of the community for 1943 
and the Chairman of the AAA Committee. 
The occupation of the people of this community is 
primarily farming. It shares in the county's output of 
15,000 to 25,000 bales of cotton, 448,000 to 829,000 bush­
els of corn, 2,285 tons of hay and large quantities of to­
matoes, potatoes, beans, peas, melons, and peaches. 
Among the occupations other than farming in which 
these people engage are lumbering, keeping stores, dairy­




The study of health takes into account some of the 
fundamental elements that are necessary in curriculum de­
velopment. Woodson10wisely states, 
"It is often said that health is the greatest 
problem of life. No man is more useful than 
he is sound. Without good health he cannot 
undertake or carry out efficiently any of the 
difficult things in everyday life. With good 
health man finds it possible to outstrip disease 
in the struggle of life. Wise employers of la­
bor, therefore, have long since learned to con­
sider the housing, living conditions, and 
recreational facilities of their employees. In 
the rural districts where the Negro population 
is numerous in this country, however, such 
providence is not generally found. For this 
reason, the death rate of Negroes in some of these 
parts exceeds the birth rate." 
According to a recent survey of the Cuney School 
Community, sixty-five per cent of the Negroes living in 
this community had not been seriously ill or confined to 
bed in the past five years; yet most of them had suffered 
some minor illness. Among the cases of illness, colds 
were the most frequent causes. 
The need for medical attention is felt keenly in 
this community, but some Negroes are not able to pay for 
modern medical treatments. They depend upon all kinds of 
home remedies as much as possible. Friends and relatives 
must try their hands at cure before they give up and 
10Woodson, Carter G., The Journal of Negro Education, 
July, 1937, p. 403. 
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appeal to the physician as the last resort. These people 
should not "be held responsible altogether for this condi­
tion. Since there is no trained nurse or physician in the 
community, employing physicians from neighboring towns 
have proven to be quite expensive. 
Food 
One of the many problems that arises in most public 
schools for Negro children is that of malnutrition. This 
condition has been found to lead to poor scholarship, 
lack of interest and general retardation of pupils. 
The amount of money a family spends for food, or the 
amount of food that the family raises does not determine 
if that family is well fed. The low income family can be 
well fed, providing of course, that the meals are well 
planned. Most of the families in this study had some sort 
of garden. Very few families plant a year round garden. 
Although there are 194 cows in the community twenty-one 
of the seventy families in this study are without cows. 
In most cases the families that reported no cows had sev­
eral children. These families fall within the low income 
group: it is doubtful whether their children receive any 
or a sufficient amount of milk. 
Since this community is located in a fruit growing 
section we would expect to find more orchards. Fruit 
trees could be planted in the yards. Apples, pears, cher­
ries, peaches, plums, grapes, figs, pecans, persimmons, 
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blackberries and dewberries can be grown in this section 
according to the Bulletin B-73 on Home Orchards. 
TABLE I 
SOURCES OF FOOD SUPPLY FOR FAMILIES 
LIVING IN CUNEY COMMUNITY 
Source of Food Supply Number 
Average 
Per Family 
No. of cows in the community 194 2 
Amount of milk produced per day 120 qts. 1 5/7 qts. 
No. of chickens in the community 3575 51 
No. of eggs produced per day 683 9 
No. of eggs consumed per day 366 5 
No. of qts. of fruit and vege­
tables 9648 137 
From Table No. I it will be seen that Cuney Communi­
ty produces a sufficient amount of eggs and milk per day 
to supply each family. Also, it will be seen that the 
number of cows owned should produce enough butter to sup­
ply the needs of the community. Therefore, we can assume 
that this community is self-supporting in food materials. 
Water 
The water supply has not been given the study that 
it should have. The open well supplies water for most of 
the families. Some of these are located in unsanitary 
places. The survey revealed that forty-three families had 
to carry water from neighboring families. This inconve-
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nlence will prevent families from using water freely in 
the preparation of food, care of the home, and personal 
hygiene. 
TABLE II 
SOURCES OF WATER SUPPLY FOR FAMILIES LIVING IN THE CUNEY 
COMMUNITY 
Water Supply Number 
Number of families with wells 25 
Number of families with springs 1 
Number of families with pumps 1 
Number of families without any provisions for 
water 43 
From Table II, it will be seen that 43 or 61.1 per 
cent of the 70 families living in this community had no 
water on their places; 25 or 36.1 per cent had wells; 1 
or 1.4 per cent used pumps. Therefore it is highly proba­
ble that this community suffers greatly from a lack of 
water or is inconvenienced by having to carry water from 
neighboring wells. 
2. Housing 
In the Orientation class in 1941 we learned that the 
purpose of the house is: 
1. To provide a background of peace and security. 
2. To provide privacy. 
3. To provide an environment where members of the 
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family may enjoy another's companionship. 
4. To provide an environment for social contacts and a 
place where members of the family may entertain 
friends. 
5. To provide equal distributions of tasks for members 
of the family. 
The House as a Workshop 
1. The housewife is engaged with the following: 
2. The housewife needs equipment which will enable her 
to work with a minimum expenditure of energy and 
time. 
3. A convenient floor plan or arrangement of rooms and 
equipment is desirable with proper ventilation, and 
light with attractive walls and floors. 
4. The storage space is important in the house. 
5. Work is often reduced by a space for bathing. 
6. Space for laundry is desirable in this work center. 
7. Some space should be provided for operating the 
business of the household. 
The house a place for rest and privacy 
If the farm homes provided more rest centers for rest 
and privacy, young people no doubt would enjoy their homes 






f. caring for children 
g. managing 
h. sewing and mending 
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the quiet escape from-the family talk, or it means a 
place for carrying on one's pet project. Sufficient rooms 
are needed for both sexes in the family: 
a. a room for boys, 
b. a room for girls, 
c. a room for parents. 
Some place in the house should exist so that the family 
may gather and enjoy themselves as a family. Ties and 
bonds between the members would be strengthened if more 
agreeable hours could be lived in a room equipped with 
some of the following: 
a. comfortable chairs suited to the size of 
people, 
b. bright attractive furniture, 
c. music in some form. 
If there is not space for a living room the kitchen 
could be improved so that more living could be done there 
particularly in the winter. 
Pifty-four of the homes visited in the Cuney Communi­
ty were screened} yet unsanitary practices were followed 
by members of some of these families. In three of the 
homes visited the screen door had been left open and the 
flies were permitted to come in. Pour other families had 
screens but they were in need of repair. Eleven had shel­
ters for washing clothes, while two families had provided 
a space for bathing. 
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Of the seventy homes visited only twenty-two provid­
ed adequate space and comfort for the families. 
TABLE III 
TYPE OF HOMES IN CUNEY COMMUNITY 
Condition of Homes Number 
No. of houses painted 54 
No. of houses screened 38 
No. of houses with good roofs 41 
No. of houses with fair roofs 15 
No. of houses with poor roofs 14 
No. of houses in good condition 30 
No. of houses in fair condition 22 
No. of houses in poor condition 18 
No. of houses with space for laundry 12 
No. of houses with space for bathing 2 
No. of houses with sanitary toilets 22 
From Table III, it will be seen that the residents 
of Cuney Community on a whole were not very progressive 
in regards to home conditions• It will be noted that only 
22 out of 70 had provided their homes with sanitary toi­
lets and 2 out of 70 iaade provisions for bathing. While 
painting is not the most essential part of the house, the 
table will show a larger number painted their houses than 
those who screened which was very essential. The table 
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shows also that the houses in fair conditions and poor 
condition as a whole exceeds those in good condition. 
'This means that Cuney Community needs sanitation more 
rigidly enforced. 
Home Ownership 
Whether a person owns the home is a significant fac­
tor relative to improving the living conditions in the 
home. Casual observation shows a positive correlation be­
tween home ownership and home improvement. For that rea­
son home ownership is a very important factor to be con­
sidered in any attempt at community improvement. 
Table IV reveals that fifty-four families out of the 
seventy studied own their homes, and sixteen families are 
renting approximately thirty per cent of the total number 
of families studied. 
TABLE IV 












"During recent decades the mode of living, methods 
of operating industry, social life, and economic proce­
dure have been subjected to drastic changes. The machine, 
the radio, the telephone, the newspaper, the automobile, 
rural free delivery, and rapid transportation have not 
only altered conditions, but have established different 
standards of living." 11 
Like other agencies, commercial recreation is limit­
ed in Cherokee County. There is only one motion picture 
house in the entire county, and it is located at Jack­
sonville, Texas. Western pictures are always shown on 
Saturday and young people in the Cuney Community attend 
the pictures frequently. A grocery store equipped with a 
nickel victrola furnishes music for dancing. This place 
carries a large crowd most of the time, and offers a 
\ 
hangout for the idle. Many citizens oppose this type of 
place, but have not put forth an effort to provide other 
wholesome types of recreation. A large number of families 
stated that most of their time for recreation was spent 
reading or listening to radio programs. 
4. Church 
There are three churches in the Cuney Community, two 
1XPliny Lawrence Armour, A Proposed Plan for Reorganiza­
tion of Public Schools in Calhoun County, Master's Thesis, 
Texas College of Arts and Industries, 1940, p. 1. 
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Baptist and one Holiness. The community people usually 
visit all churches.* These churches through the Sunday 
School and other auxiliaries serve to supplement the 
teaching of the public school. These churches help to 
create an environment that is spiritually helpful, and 
function as a giver of comfort and courage to those in 
trouble and in need of guidance. 
The young people attend church socials which are 
sponsored by the Sunday School, and other auxiliary or­
ganizations. These socials take the form of lawn par­
ties, picnics, and suppers. They enjoy these socials but 
the general comment was that they were not given often 
enough. Most youths expressed a desire to have the church 




CUNEY SCHOOL CURRICULUM 
Cuney School 
Cuney Is located ten miles west of Jacksonville on 
Highway No. 175 in Cherokee County. The school which is a 
six-room frame structure is situated on a four acre cam­
pus. It was built in 1925 and is in need of repairs at 
present. This building accommodates all of the grades 
from one through eleven. Two of the classrooms are so 
constructed as to be used for an auditorium when needed. 
Several schools have been consolidated into the dis­
trict and Cuney now has pupils from the open country as 
well as from the immediate village. At present seven 
teachers, including the agricultural and defense teachers, 
are employed in this school which is probably the most 
active institution in the community. The patrons depend 
upon the school to supplement all that has been left un­
done by the home and the church. 
The fact that the school is cooperative with the 
community is evinced by the support it lends to the Can­
ning Project and the Defense Workshop, both of which are 
carried on in the school building. 
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TABLE V 
DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS ACCORDING TO GRADES 
Grade Number Per cent 
1 30 19 
2 23 15 
3 19 12 
4 15 10 
5 11 7 
6 17 10 
7 12 7 
8 13 9 
9 3 2 
10 7 5 
11 6 4 
11 156 100 
Table No. V is a distribution of students according 
to grades. It will be noted from this table that the 
largest enrollment was in the first grade and the small­
est enrollment was in the ninth grade. This may mean that 
children in the lower grades attend because they have no 
choice in the matter, and sometimes because parents are 
anxious to rid themselves of their responsibility; while 
the pupil when he reaches the ninth grade has usually 
reached the age that he can become a wage-earner and 
therefore drops out of school for economic gains. 
PHILOSOPHY OP A COMMUNITY-CENTERED SCHOOL 
A school should be the center of the community. It 
should be sensitive to the needs of the community and, in 
cooperation with the parents, plan a program that will 
make the best use of all available resources. Such an en-
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vironment should stimulate pupils to engage in many acti­
vities. Through participating in planning, executing, and 
evaluating their work they will learn to think and to use 
the facts and tools of learning. They should find the 
school a vital place in which it is good to live. 
PRINCIPLES OF SELECTION OF SUBJECT MATTER 
I. We shall try to find out what is most needed in the 
lives of all of the people of this community and minister 
to that before all else. We shall constantly try to dis­
cover and utilize the resources of the community. The 
fields, the homes, and the shops shall be a part of our 
laboratories, and its workers numbered among our teachers. 
II. We shall utilize the service of all available agen­
cies of the state which other rural schools can secure. 
III. The starting point in every part of the curriculum 
will be Cuney. The pupil may go to farthest point of the 
earth but he must follow the plan of going from something 
that is familiar and well known to something that Is over 
the horizon. Unless that connection can be established by 
the pupils, we will relentlessly omit that part of the 
curriculum no matter how sanctified it may be by tradi­
tion and academic respectability. 
IV. We shall not attempt to teach everything. If we 
follow points one and two, it means that more time will 
be needed to develop certain areas of experience than is 
customarily given. 
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V. We shall expect each child to be reasonably profi­
cient in the basic skills of the three R's and use Eng­
lish effectively. 
VI. We shall allow the pupil sufficient time for plan­
ning, discussing, experimenting, and thinking. 
VII. Since we are aware that certain commonly accepted 
areas of school experience may be omitted, we will ar­
range reading lists so that the student may acquire some 
of the knowledge by themselves. 
VIII. The curriculum will be kept flexible so that units 
of work may be shifted to different levels to meet the 
interest and the ability of the various groups. 
SCHOOL PROGRAM 
After discussing the curriculum and philosophy of a 
community centered school. It is now deemed advisable to 
set up various units that would fit into the curriculum 
and at the same time meet the needs of the pupils in this 
specific type of community. It therefore seems fitting to 




A. An appreciation of home life through an increased 
knowledge of problems that arise in every home, 
and through family relationships. 
B. Outcomes in appreciations and concepts. 
1. Appreciation of child's own family and home 
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life, gained partly through participating 
in activities which require children to 
discuss family relationships and home life. 
2. Beginning concept of the family as a unit 
of society. 
3. Beginning concept of home rules and order 
with parents as the head of the home. 
4. Beginning concept of meaning of home: the 
house, form and shape, material used in 
building it, various rooms with uses and 
furnishings. 
C. Outcomes in knowledge and skills. 
1. An understanding of something of the re­
lationship that exists between mother and 
father, mother and children, father" and 
children, and children and children. 
2. An understanding of something of the mean­
ings of the child's own life as a part of 
the family. 
3. An understanding of the work required by 
each member of the family to make the home 
comfortable and happy, 
4. An understanding of a harmonious co-opera­
tion carried on in the family for the suc­
cess and happiness of all its members. 
5. Knowledge of poems, stories, songs per­
taining to home and family life. 
6. Skill in the use of words in telling ex­
periences of home and family. 
7. Skill in the use to tools used in building 
home. 
8. Knowledge of the different rooms in a 
house; use and furniture. 
D. Outcomes in study habits and abilities. 
1. Increasing ability in reading: through 
reading charts, posters, directions, and 
booklets. 
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2. Increasing ability to pay attention and con­
centrate through participation in class dis­
cussions . 
3. Ability to answer in complete statements or 
in several statements upon the given topic. 
4. The teacher should see that this concept of 
family life is carried over in the life of 
the group in the school. The children should 
realize that they are members of a group. 
They should .show growth in such habits as 
keeping floor clean, working together quiet­
ly, helping teacher by doing light tasks, 
helping slow pupils picking up toys and 
putting them away, hanging up coats and 
hats, being polite to everybody, being gen­
erous with toys, being honest with self and 
others. 
Approach 
The teacher placed a doll, made by the last year's 
first grade, in a conspicuous place in the room. The 
children soon noticed it and began to ask these questions: 
Who made the doll? Where did it come from? Where shall we 
keep it? Finally they realized the need of a house in 
which to keep the doll, and the question arose as to 
whether the doll would be lonesome when they went home, 
thus suggesting a family of dolls. 
Problem 
A. The family 
1. Who are the members of a family? 
2. Why are they needed in the home? 
Mother - women 
Father - man 
Son (boy)- brother 
Daughter (girl) - sister 
Smallest member - baby 
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B. Who are the relatives of the family? 
1. Grandfather - father of the mother or father 
2. Grandmother - mother of the mother or father 
3. Uncle - brother of mother or father 
4. Aunt - sister of mother or father 
5. Cousins - children of aunt and uncle 
6. What relation are children to aunt and 
uncle? 
Girl - niece 
Boy - nephew 
C. Duties of each member of a family. 
1. Why does mother have so much work to do? 
All the cares of the home and the members 
of the family depend upon mother. She cooks, 
sews, bathes the children, keeps the house 
tidy and clean, and teaches the children 
the right way to live, so that they will 
be healthy and happy. 
2. Why does father have to work to make money 
for the family? 
Father gives his services in the home and 
outside for the needs of the family. He 
helps mother to take care of the children 
by working and earning money to pay for 
food and clothing for mother, children, 
and himself. 
3. How can little children help and be real 
members of the family? 
Helping mother and father: by going on er­
rands; by doing light tasks - minding the 
baby, picking up toys and putting them 
away, hanging up hats, cleaning shoes be­
fore going into the house. 
Learning Activities (first group). 
A. Posters and charts 




Days of the week 
Father's work 
Little helpers 
Our Baby - asleep, awake, at play 
B. Booklets 
1. My House Book - mimeographed copies, with 
space for drawings at the top of each page, 
of activities carried on day by day. 
2. The House Beautiful - showing different 
rooms in the house, with furniture. 
3. A Book Full of Rhymes - original rhymes 
composed and written by the class. 
4. Families - scrapbook of pictures of differ­
ent families. 
C. Construction 
1. Make a doll house 
Problem question: 
What have we with which to build a house 
for doll family? 
Where shall we build it? 
Shall we use wood or cardboard? 
How many rooms shall it have? 
How many doors and windows shall it have? 





People to sew 
How shall we build our house? 
(1) Use three orange crates, obtained 
from a store. Put them together 
standing upright. Cover the back 
and both ends with heavy brown pa­
per. Use a piece of corrugated 
cardboard, bent in half to form a 
roof. Strong thumb tacks can be 
used in putting on the covering of 
the house and in fastening on the 
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roof. These three boxes will make 
six rooms, three downstairs and 
three up. 
(2) Make doors and windows. With a pen­
cil and ruler mark off where the 
doors and windows with a small saw. 
If the wood is too tough, imitation 
windows may be made on the outside 
of the house by pasting strips of 
white paper in the shape of windows. 
Papering the house 
1. Bring wall paper from home. Trim that paper 
the same as the wall paper hanger does, and 
out in strips. 
Problem: 
How large shall we cut the paper? 
How many strips shall we need? 
Shall we match the paper? 
2. Paste wall paper on wall, making paste from 
following recipe: 
2 cups flour 
1 cup sugar 
1/2 teaspoon powdered alum 
2 quarts water 
Boil a quart and a pint of water. Mix the 
flour, sugar, and alum together with the 
remaining pint of water. When the water 
boils, pour it on the mixture, stirring 
rapidly to keep it from lumping. Place the 
mixture on the stove and bring it to a 
boiling point. A few drops of oil of cloves 
gives a pleasant odor and keeps mice away 
from it. Place the paste in a glass jar. 
Painting the house 
Problem questions: 
1. Where shall we get the paint? (Bring paint 
and paint brushes from home). 
2. What colors shall we use? 
3. How shall we put it on? 
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4. Shall we need a large or a small "brush? Why? 
(Use a wide brush, since it saves time and 
paint). 
F. Curtains 
Use cellophane (saved from candy boxes and other 
things) for glass in the windows. Cut a window; 
and paste on it a piece of green paper for a shade. 
Make curtains of any old goods on hand. Hun a 
string through top of curtain and fasten each end 
to the window with a thumb tack. 
G. Rugs 
Problem question: 
1. How shall we make the rug? 
H. Rooms in house. 
Problem questions: 
1. How many rooms shall we have? (Six) 
2. What kind of rooms shall they be? 




1. Of what shall we make the furniture? 
2. How shall we make it? 
(a) Chairs: - Make of round, half-pint 
ice-cream cartons. Turn the bottom up­
side down to form the bottom of the 
chair. Take the rim off the top and 
fasten it to the side of the bottom to 
form the back of the chair. Use paper 
fasteners for this purpose. Cover the 
chair with pretty figured wall paper, 
cretonne, or any pretty goods on hand. 
(b) Rocking chairs - Make like the other 
chairs; for rockers use two tops, one 
on each side, letting the round part 
form rockers. The tops may be left on 
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or cut to form arms. 
(c) Sofa. - A long piece of cardboard with ends 
made of the tops of the cartons, with the 
bottom part cut square, will form a sofa to 
correspond to the chairs. 
(d) Stand or small table. - Use the bottom of 
carton for table top, and cut sides of car­
ton to represent legs. This forms a round 
table. 
(e) Table lamp. - A spool with a short stick 
placed up the middle forms the base for a 
lamp; a paper drinking cup, covered with 
crepe paper, makes a good shade. 
(f) Floor lamp. - A spool with a discarded pen­
holder placed up the center forms the base; 
the shade is made the same as that for the 
smaller lamp. 
(g) Bookcase. - Bottoms of safety match boxes, 
one on top of the other, will make a very 
presentable bookcase. Little paper books 
placed in the spaces will look very realis­
tic . 
(h) High chair. - Made like small chairs, using 
pint box instead of a half-pint one. 
(i) Buffet. - Made from a five-cent match box 
turned on side, with a straight piece on 
side, with a straight piece of cardboard to 
form the back. 
(j) Stove. - Made the same as the buffet, with 
circles drawn on top to represent stove 
lids. 
(k) Cupboard. - Made the same as the bookcase, 
with paper dishes on the shelves instead of 
books. 
(1) Bed. - A candy box makes the bottom of the 
bed. Cardboard on ends forms headboard and 
footboard. 
(m) Cradle. - Cut in half lengthwise an ice­
cream carton, using a lid for headboard and 
one for footboard. The curved part of lids 
forms rockers. 
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(n) Bureau. - Made the same as the buffet, 
but smaller. 
(o) Bathroom. - Model this from clay. 
(Clay usually may be found where a 
well has been dug. If it is placed in 
a bucket and kept damp, with a damp 
cloth on top, it will keep soft for a 
long time). 
Learning Activity (second group). 
A. Make a stocking-doll family to live in the house. 
Problem questions: 
1. How many dolls shall we have in our family? 
2. Of what shall we make them? 
3. How shall we make them? 
Use a stocking. Cut the foot where the heel 
begins to form. Stuff with cotton batting (a 
big bundle costs fifteen cents). Tie a string 
around the stocking to make neck and form 
head. Cut the other parts and sew them togeth­
er. Wool unraveled makes very good hair. Use 
embroidery cotton to make eyes, nose, and 
mouth. 
Learning Activity (third group) 
A. Make clothes for the dolls 
Problem questions: 
1. What clothes shall we make for each member? 
2. How shall we make them? 
(a) Fold paper and cut a kimono pattern 
for mother. Cut patterns first for 
each garment made. Use old scraps 
saved for purpose. 
Correlation of sub.jects 
A. Geography and History 
1. Learning family names, as the Washington 
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family, the Lincoln family, family living in 
White' House, next-door neighbor. 
2. Observing that there are animal families and 
bird families, as cat, dog, cow, robin, and 
sparrow families. 
B. Writing 
1. Writing rhymes and captions under pictures. 
C. Reading 
1. Reading own experiences on charts, posters, 
and in booklets. 
2. Reading stories on the level of the reading 
abilities of first-graders. 
D. Arithmetic 
1. Use of ruler in building house. 
2. Numbering pages of booklets. 
3. Counting how many chairs, tables, beds, etc., 
are needed for house. 
4. Counting members in family. 
E. Music - Songs 
1. "A Valentine for Mother," Suggested List of 
Songs from The Music Hour, Second Book. 
2. "A Cup of Tea," "Evening Shadows," "Over the 
River and Through the Woods," "Rock-a-bye," 
"Saturday," "Six Little Pigs," "Sleep, Baby, 
Sleep," "We Thank Thee," from Songs of Child­
hood. 
P. English and literature 
1. Oral composition - telling experiences. 
2. Original rhymes. 
3. Poems. 
(a) "Mother Moon," "Only One Mother," "The 
Hen," "The Rabbit," "The Three Little 
Kittens," from the Poetry Book, Vol. I. 
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(b) "Which Loved Best?" from Elson Third 
Reader. 
Stories 
A. Stories that bring out good manners, habits, and 
attitudes. May be read by the teacher. 
B. Stories for children to read. 
1. Child Life First Reader and Primer. 
2. Easy Book. 
3. Work-a-Day Doings on the Farm. 
4. Everyday Doings at Home. 
5. Lincoln Primer, p. 7. 
6. Lincoln Reader, Book I, pp. 92 and 105. 
7. Pathway to Reading, Book I, p. 30. 
8. The Action Primer. 
9. The Study Readers, Book I. 
10. The Wide Awake Primer. 
11. Under the Story Tree, p. 81. 
CULMINATING ACTIVITY 
After the house and all the furnishings have been 
completed, make plans for"Open House", send invitations 
to the parents. Let the boys and girls act as hosts and 
hosteses and show the parents the various work. Serve 




Elson and Gray, Elson Basic Readers 
Primer, Scott, Foresman Co., Chicago 
Johnson, Elanor M., Unit Study Books, No. 109, Our 
Houses, American Ed. Press, Inc., 40 
S. Third Street, Columbus, Ohio 
Walker and Sumrny, The Study Readers, Primer: We Three 
And Scottie, Merrill Co., New York 
Weiss, Playmates, Book I, D. C. Heath and 
Co., Dallas 
Teacher 
Groves, Skinner, Swenson, The Family and Its Relationship, 
The J. B. Lippincott Company, New 
York. 
Groves, Skinner, Swenson, The American Family, The J. B. 
Lippincott Company, New York. 
Homemakers Service, Monthly Bulletin on Homemaking, 
Freeport, New York. 
New United States Census, F. E. Compton Company, 1000 
Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois. 
(Special section on The .Negro and the 
1940 Census). 
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1. To lead pupils to recognize more clearly the increas­
ing interdependence of food workers and people in all 
communities. 
2. To develop in the pupils an appreciation of respect 
for the work of skilled people who supply food. 
3. To help the pupils to see that mechanical inventions 
revolutionize the work of people in the production and 
disposal of food supplies. 
4. To help the pupils gain an appreciation of the rela­
tion of good food to good health. 
5. To help the pupils gain certain knowledges concerning 
the production and disposal of such foods as wheat, 
milk, butter, cheese, meat, poultry, fish, oranges, 
and tomatoes. 
6. To develop certain geographic concepts concerning the 
influence of soil, water,.climate, and the topography 
of the land upon the production of food. 
7. To lead the pupils to appreciate the communities in 
which they live for natural resources found for the 
production of an adequate food supply for the family. 
8. To help pupils and their parents become aware of the 
fact that they are under-fed or poorly fed because of 
an insufficient or unbalanced diet. 
Childrens' 
Objectives; 
1. To learn the value of food pertaining to health. 
2. To learn the value of producing and preserving a suf­
ficient amount of foods. 
3. To find out what foods may be produced in the local 
communities. 
4. To visit some homes with good gardens and truck plots. 
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5. To visit some well organized food markets. 
6. To cook or can some foods in our school. 
7. To grow some fruits and vegetables in our school 
garden. 
8. To prepare and serve a meal to our parents and some 
invited guests. 
9. To know how to substitute ration foods. 
10. To help children understand food shortages due to 
the war. 
Suggested Approaches: 
1. A school party or picnic may be planned or a differ­
ent noon day lunch may be planned by the children. 
2. The primary or upper grade pupils may make plans to 
furnish food for a poor family. The question arises: 
"What kind of food should we send to keep these people 
well?" This leads naturally to the study of foods. 
3. A program of riddles may be planned for the morning 
exercises or for the Friday afternoon program. Each 
class makes up a riddle on foods, such as: 
I am round 
I am orange in color 
I help to make a good breakfast 
If people are wise, they will include me in 
their diet 
I grow in the Rio Grande Valley and in California 
as well as in some other sections in the United 
States. 
4. Some person working in the interest of health or the 
live-at-home program may visit the school and make a 
talk on the importance of food in the diet. 
Suggested Activities for the Pupils: 
1. Listen to the teacher tell about foods which are nec­
essary to make growing children healthy. 
2. Find out more concerning foods and their value by 
asking the school nurse, doctor or mother. 
3. Collect pictures of foods which build tissues; of 
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foods which furnish fuel. Classify the pictures. Mount 
on four charts. Label one "Tissue Builders rroteins"; 
another "Tissue Builders-Minerals and Vitamins"; 
another "Fuel Builders-Fats"; and another "Fuel Build­
ers-Carbohydrates" . 
. Find out by asking questions how mother decides what 
foods to buy. 
. Try to recall the kinds of foods eaten by the children 
in the cold Worth; in the warm South. Wote the differ­
ences in diet. Find out the reason for these differ­
ences . 
. Discuss food combinations for breakfast, luncheon, 
dinner and why. 
7. Tell how mother prepares food for the family - the need 
for good recipes; and the importance of cleanliness; 
care in keeping the kitchen free of flies and bugs; 
the need of attention to economy in conservation of 
food and to health in sanitary disposal of food. 
8. Listen to reading of stories concerning the disposal 
of garbage in the cities and in the country. Discuss 
the reasons for differences. Look at pictures showing 
various methods used in care of garbage. 
9. Discuss the ration foods. Tell why there is a shortage 
of certain foods. 
Preservation of Foods 
1. List the various ways in which vegetables, fruits, 
eggs, meat, and fish may be preserved. Make a group 
list for the food book. 
2. Watch mother can vegetables, meats, and fruits. Re­
port to the class the methods used. 
3. Collect good recipes for jelly from mother, teacher or 
magazines. 
4. Learn how father stores the potatoes, onions, pumpkins, 
or turnips. 
Sources of Food Supply 
1. Find out which kinds of foods are raised on the farm 
near your homes. 
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Classify these foods as grains, vegetables or meat. 
Bring your lists to school and compare them. 
2. Find out about the different kinds of food stores. 
List questions the children wish answered. Discuss 
sources of supplies for these stores. 
3. Find out the kinds of food available in the woods, 
fields, and in the streams nearby. 
Wheat, Flour, and Bread 
1. Examine wheat seeds under the microscope. Notice color, 
size and shape, Compare with oat, barley, millet and 
corn seeds. Be ready to explain to others the differ­
ences. 
2. Plant wheat or corn seeds. Watch the plants after they 
begin to grow. Keep plants in one box moistened and in 
the sunlight. Place another box in the dark and do not 
water. Keep a careful record of what you learn concern­
ing the need of plants for moisture and "sunlight. Dig 
up a plant from each box. Notice the roots, the appear­
ance of seeds, of the plant, like a blade of grass. 
Examine plants under the microscope. Press several of 
the plants for the food book. 
3. Find out what the farmers do to protect the wheat or 
corn from their enemies. 
4. Discuss the changes in the farmer's work through the 
use of machinery. 
5. Try planting a garden in the sand table or have pupils 
plant a school garden. 
6. Listen to the reading of stories or magazine articles 
on the uses of wheat or corn for cereals. 
7. Find out the varieties of flour or meal that are made 
by asking questions of storekeepers, millers, and 
mothers. Discuss the reasons for making different kinds. 
8. Collect the picture of grain elevators and flour and 
meal mills. Mount pictures on large charts and refer to 
them during the study of the work of the millers. 
9. Appoint a committee to see the farmer, baker, or any 
other workers of bread foods, to get permission to 
visit the bakery. Listen to the committees' report. 
Look at the chart to see what questions should be an-
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swered by the baker. Visit the bakery. In your next 
class meeting discuss the things you saw and heard. 
10. Collect pictures of bakers at work. 
11. Collect wrappers from different kinds of bread. No­
tice the name of the town and state on these wrappers. 
Notice may also be made of meal and flour bags. 
Milk, Butter and Cheese 
1. Find out from mother, teacher or anyone else who may 
know, why they think the family needs milk. 
2. Examine a drop of milk. Examine a drop of water. 
Both of these should be seen under the microscope. 
Note the difference. Find the cause. 
3. Find the various ways mother uses milk in preparing 
food. Make your list at home and bring it to school. 
4. Ask father or a dairy farmer concerning kinds of 
cows suitable for a good dairy; the kind of land 
needed for a pasture; the kind of barns; the food 
dairy cows need; methods of milking cows. 
5. Visit a dairy if possible. Collect pictures of dairy 
cows, barns, milk houses for the food book. 
6. Find out all that you can about factories where milk 
is' bottled. 
7. Ask a man who delivers milk in a town or city to tell 
you about his route. 
8. Find out all that you can about the need of butter as 
a food. 
9. Watch mother make butter and report to the class the 
method she uses. 
10. Locate and visit a creamery if possible. Try to find 
out if creameries are built near dairy farms. t 
why? 
11. Ask mother why she uses cheese as a food. List ways 
in which she uses cheese in foods. 
no 1-n the teacher tell or read about cheese fac­
tories; why they must be located in certain regions; 
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what equipment is needed; how cheese is made; why 
cheese must he ripened; one good way to procure this 
in?o?L«o£ is to writi: The Department of Agricnl-
ture, Washington, D. C., for bulletins. 
Fruits 
1. Find out why fruits are or should he served at meals. 
Find out how many ways fruits may he served. Bring 
recipes to school. 
2. Ask people ahout trips they have taken to see oranges 
and other fruits grow. 
3. Write a letter to the Chamber of Commerce in cities 
where different kinds of fruits are grown for infor­
mation concerning this fruit. 
4. Listen to the teacher tell ahout ways of irrigating 
orange groves. 
5. Collect pictures of different kinds of fruits. 
6. Visit a railroad station and see the cold-storage 
cars. Notice the ways the fruit is packed in the boxes 
Watch the ways in which the boxes are checked as they 
are taken from the cars. Go with the truck to the 
wholesale house. 
7. Go to a nearby peach, plum, or other fruit orchard to 
examine the trees - noticing the roots, if possible; 
the trunk, the limbs, leaves, blossoms or fruit. Ask 
the owner how he cares for the trees - cultivation, 
insect control, etc. 
8. Go to a nearby fruit store or stand. Notice the ad­
dressed on the boxes or crates. Find these places on 
the map. 
9. Find out how many Negroes in the community, sell 
enough fruit to increase the income. 
10. Find out how many jars of fruit are in each child's 
pantry. 
11. Plant a few fruit trees at the school. If the campus 
is large, a small orchard may be started. 
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Vegetables 
1. Plant a victory garden at school. 
2. Find out various ways vegetables are used. Examine 
magazines for pictures showing uses of vegetables. 
Place pictures in the food book. 
3. Discuss the dependance of people upon workers in the 
truck gardens and factories for food; discuss the de­
pendence of these workers upon people in towns and 
cities to buy their products. 
4. Find out how factory workers can begetables for the 
markets. 
5. Buy vegetable seeds. Bring boxes from home. Fill with 
good rich soil. Plant seeds in boxes and water. Place 
boxes in south windows, cover with glass, transplant 
first to flower pots, then to school garden. Take care 
of these plants during the spring and summer. Can the 
vegetables for use in the school hot lunch for next 
fall. Some of these cans may be given to a poor family. 
Meat 
1. Find out from mother, other persons who know and from 
reference books the value of meat. 
2. Find out the difference between dairy breeds, food and 
breeding types. 
3. Listen to a farmer or ranchman tell about the need of 
branding animals. 
4. Find out all that you can about the need of great re­
frigerators in the packing rooms - and about the need 
of small ice boxes in the home. 
5. Discuss the possibilities of having fresh meat each 
week by organizing a butcher ring in the community. 
6. Look in magazines for pictures of meats prepared in 
different ways. 
7. Encourage the girls and boys to organize themselves in­
to a pig, calf, or other type of club to begin raising 
animals for food and for market use. 
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Poultry and Pish 
1. Listen to the children who have chickens at home tell 
about the kinds they raise. 
2. Study the pictures of chickens, noticing the differ­
ences in size and color of various kinds. 
3. Read stories about chickens to find out more about 
their care. Smith's "Home Folks" Geography will fur­
nish a good amount of information. 
4. Find how poultry farmers dispose of their poultry 
products. 
5. What wild fowls are used in your home as food. Find 
out how these fowls were procured. Find out about 
State Laws which protect wild fowl. Why are these 
laws necessary? 
6. Find out if there are any Negroes in the community 
making a living through the raising of poultry. If 
not, find out why. 
7. Find out the importance of fish in the diet. Find out 
how many ways salmon may be prepared. 
8. Find out how fish products are shipped to food mar­
kets . 
9. Find out how many homes in the community use an ade­
quate supply of fish products each week. 
10. Tell of the possible sources of fish in the community. 
Markets 
1. Discuss with other members of the group the workers 
who supply food markets. 
2. Why is it necessary to transport food from the farms 
and factories to the markets. How many different ways 
are employed. 
3. Find out about the care which is taken of food in 
transporting it. 
4. Find out about retail and wholesale markets or stores. 
5. Find out about open-air markets. Visit a grocery store 
and make note on what was seen. Discuss these notes 
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with the class. 
6. Visit a meat market - note the refrigeration, cases 
for display, arrangement and cleanliness. 
7. Find out how many Negroes in the community produce 
enough farm produce for sale. If there are just a f w 
or none - find out why this condition exists. 
Correlation With the School Subjects 
1. Arithmetic: 
a. Measuring materials for cooking foods and esti­
mating costs. 
b. Estimate amount of paper needed for food and 
recipe books. 
c. Comparing the weight of large salmon with that 
of members of the group. 
d. Discussing lists of foods. 
e. Making a food budget for the family. 
f. Count the number of points needed for certain 
foods. Show how points can be saved by raising a 
victory garden. 
24 Art: 
a. Making charts for balance diets, tissue build­
ers, fuel builders, and menus. 
b. Constructing a hot bed, a grocery store. 
c. Painting pictures for foods and food workers. 
d. Designing covers for food books. 
3. Geography, History, and Citizenship: 
a. Locating places and tracing routes on maps. 
b. Learning early methods of food production. 
c. Learning about sources, production, and distribu­
tion of food. 
d. Learning about garbage disposal. 
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e. Find out how farmers may work cooperatively in 
producing and marketing foods. 
4. Language and Reading: 
a. Reading books at school and at home to get infor­
mation on various topics of food supply. 
b. Reading maps, charts, captions, lists, labels on 
cans and cartons. 
c. Holding class discussions on topics studied. 
d. Giving reports and talks to other groups. 
e. Composing and writing captions, stories, riddles, 
poems, letters, lists, and labels. 
f. Planning and giving dramatic play activities. 
g. Appointing committees. 
h. Reading recipes brought from and writing recipes 
in recipe books. 
i. Writing reports of class experiments. 
j. Keeping a diary concerning a sitting hen. 
k. Composing melodies for original poems. 
5. Music; 
a. Learning songs about food workers. 
b. Composing songs about the farm and farm animals 
and fowls. 
6. Science: 
a. Discuss the influence of soil, water, climate and 
topography of land upon food production. 
b. Finding out about the relation of food to good 
health, proper preparation of food. 
c. Taking care of sitting hen. 
d. Studying soil and plants. 
e. Growing vegetables and fruits. 
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f. Studying food animals. 
e. Making custard, tomato soup, butter, cheese, 
jelly, canning fruits and vegetables. 
h. Learning about the preservation of foods. 
7. Spelling; 
a. Making a chart of words needed pnd learning to 
spell a few of these words. 
Culminating Activity 
Plan a community program on nutrition. 
Display charts, posters, scrapbooks and table set for a 
meal. 
Let the children dramatize a play that has been planned 






Beard, H. E., Safety First For Home and School 
Macmilian Co., Dallas 
Hallock, Winslow, Land of Health, 
Chas. E. Merrill and Co., New York 
Newmayer and Broome, Health. And Happiness Series, 
Ways To Keep Well, American Book Co., 
Boston 
Withers, Browne, Tate, The Child's World, Book I, 
Johnson Publishing Company, Richmond, 
Virginia. 
Withers, Skinner, Geeks, Story and Study Readers, 
Friends to Make, Johnson Publishing Co., 
Dallas. 
References and Illustrative Materials 
Teacher 
Armour and Company, Bulletins, Charts, Leaflets, 
Chicago, 111. 
Gerber Products Company, Bulletins, Leaflets, and Samples 
Freemont, Michigan. 
National Education Association, Health Essentials for 
Rural School Children, Washington, D. C. 
United States Department of Education The Lunch Hour at 
School, Washington, D. 
United States Department of Agriculture, Bulletins on 
Gardening and Canning, Washington, D. C. 
Williams and Shaw, Methods and Materials of Health Educa­
tion, Construction of Curriculum, Copy VI 
Thomas Nelson and Sons, New York. 
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EVALUATIONS 
Evaluation is an integral part of any program. This 
duty should be recognized by the teacher from the very 
first day. Units of work have been scrutinized with and 
modified in many respects. Detailed outlines of work were 
made. Should we test basic skills? Yes, for although we 
did not give them primary emphasis we still expected the 
children to acquire reasonable proficiency in their use. 
What about health? We had endeavored to develop individu­
al responsibility. Had we been successful? Had we helped 
in the matter of cooperation? Is there actual evidence in 
the classroom of children's interest and conservation or 
that we are using community resources? Would a visitor 
detect any different attitudes in our children than in 
any other school? Are the individual interests of the 
children receiving attention? 
CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING PRIMARY WORK IN THE CUNEY SCHOOL 
I. Evidence of interest in conservation as shown inJ 
pictures, reading material, charts, collections, 
vocabulary lists, individual projects, oral discus­
sions and reports, maps, murals, results from ex­
cursions, plants, children's drawings, books about 
nature, questions asked by children. 
II. Effects of these learnings, situations upon the 
children's growth: general spirit in the room. 
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Voluntary contributions, general interest in work, 
and play. 
III. Evidence of the use of community resources in: 
Reading arithmetic, oral discussion, written work, 
health education, land program, social science, 
care of individual difference, music creative work, 
vocabulary work, playground, equipment, games, im­
provement, science. 
IV. Evidence of the use of county, state, and federal 
agencies. 
V. Recognition of individual differences, fitting in­
struction to individuals, hobbies, collections, 
handwork, creative work. 
VI. Evidence that the school is attempting to extend the 
children's knowledge beyond Cuney. 
VII. Evidence of the interest of parents in this program: 
contributions to health program Red Cross Drive. 
VIII. The Professional attitude of teacher. 
IX. The use made of services of related agencies such as 
agricultural extension service, W. P. A. Program, 
County circulating library, and Health Department. 
X. The interest curiosity and critical judgment evi­
denced by children, is in the judgment of the com­
mittee ample evidence of the superiority of child-
and-community-centered program over the convention­
al type of work. 
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2. The Cooperating Agencies 
Cooperating Agencies have carried on with the school 
in the hope that the knowledge and practices may be widen­
ed by developing more desirable habits and attitudes. The 
schools, however, must make larger use of these agencies 
if it is to meet the present economic and social demands. 
Many men engaged in our productive, mercantile, and 
financial enterprises have long understood the value of 
cooperating with the schools. Among the many agencies co­
operating with the Cuney School are: County Health De­
partment, Jeanes Supervisor, the County Farm Demonstra­
tion Agent, the Home Demonstration Agent, the Triple A, 
the Parent-Teacher Association, the Community Canning 
Club, and the Defense-Shop Workers. 
All of these agencies have greatly accelerated the 
school program and therefore aided the community in the 
development of its civic program. 
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CHAPTER V 
RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
On the basis of the principles set up at the initia­
tion of this study the writer wishes to make the follow­
ing recommendations: 
1. That the present curriculum of the Cuney School 
be revised so as to include an activity program 
which meets the needs of the pupil and of the 
community. 
2. That activities of educational value not be 
overlooked. 
3. That activities be very carefully tried out and 
evaluation before teachers are generally encour­
aged to use them. 
4. That classes be organized into convenient centers 
of interest for children, keeping together all re­
lated materials. 
5. That teachers set up a filing system by which all 
curriculum materials collected may be properly 
catalogued and preserved for future needs. 
Example: In using "Pood" as a topic, pictures of 
foods, their sources, transportation, charts, etc. 
may be collected and properly assimilated. See to 
it that teachers keep an adequate supply of work­
ing materials on hand at all times. 
6. That provision be made for better diet for the 
children by supplementing school lunches, and by 
classes in cooking and nutrition. 
7. That a clinic for diagnosis and remedy of physical 
defects be established. 
8. That an adult health education program be provided. 
9. That there be supervision of community recreation­
al activities. 
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10. That the school cooperate with other agencies In 
promoting the welfare of the community. 
11. That the school, through its staff, pupils and 
activities, lend its influence in a way that will 
enrich neighboring communities. 
The following conclusions seem pertinent: 
1. That a curriculum can be successfully built 
around the needs of the community. 
2. That children can learn from the shop, and the 
land without loss from formal subjects. 
3. That the rural school can do something to combat 
superstition and traditional malpractices. 
4. That the school can cooperate_with other agencies 
in coordinating community activities. 
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FAMILY STUDY SHEET 
Name Age Health Education Work_ 
Name" Age Health Education Work 
Name Age Health Education Work' 
Age He al th Educ at! on Work_ 
"Age Health Education _jvork~ 
"Age Health Education W ork" 





Father living? Can He Read? Write_ 
Mother living? Can She Read? Write 
Relatives? Boarders 
Members of family sick in last 5 years? NatureT 
of illness? Number of deaths In last 5 
years? Cause of deaths 
Have you an automobile? Wagon? Buggy? 
Truck? Are you a property owner"?"" Renter? I X U.V XI • v fj v wfc Jr XT (/ 
Share Cropper? Tenant? Pay worker? 
Amount of land"? House site? Food cultivated? 
Pasture? Woods? orchard? 
Crops harvested and stored? "Number of livestock 
(Hogs)? Killed last year? Lbs.? 
Used in the family Lbs. Cows? Proper shelter 
for cow9 . Oil per day? gallons . Chickens? 
Eggs per day? Bucks"? [Turkeys? Geese? 
Eggs Used by family per day? Number of work stock and 
Farm produce canned?_ 
Farm produce sold? 
Condition of house? painted? NO. of windows 
Screens? Condition of roof? 
Number of rooms in house? Bedrooms? No. sleep 
in one room? In one bed"? ~~ Sleeping in kitchen? 
Lighting conveniences for night - good well 
kept lamps?— Electricity? Tubs for bath­
ing? "Privacy for bathing? 
What newspapers? 
Magazines? 
Any books? Play space for chlldren?_ 
Musical instruments? Radio? How do they use 
spare time other than church or lodges? 
Sanitary toilets? Condition of other outhouses 
Condition of 1 awn? Trees? 
Shrubbery? Flowers? Walks'? Covered well? 
Pump? Spring? Location? 
Shelter fob washing clothes? ~ 
